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Film Portfolio Assessment

FILM PORTFOLIO

Role 1

Role 2

Film Production Role 1

Film Production Role 2

Film Production Role 3

FILM REEL: 3 minutes max

FILM REEL: 3 minutes max

FILM REEL: 3 minutes max

1-6 clips (30 seconds
minimum length per clip)

1-6 clips (30 seconds
minimum length per clip)

1 complete film

Best evidence from exercises,
experiments, completed films or
excerpts in the role

Best evidence from exercises,
experiments, completed films or
excerpts in the role

3 PORTFOLIO PAGES

3 PORTFOLIO PAGES

Role 3

Best evidence from exercises,
experiments, completed films
or excerpts in the role

3 PORTFOLIO PAGES

STATEMENT OF FILMMAKER INTENTIONS:
This is one of the most important sections of your entire portfolio. Spend
time crafting it to make sure it clearly identifies the following:
1.

Please note: Students
may:
● have one filmmaker
intention for one role,
and explore that
intention in three
different clips,
● or have a different
intention for each role
in each of the clips.

1. The name of your clip and the role you are adopting
2. Your specific and CREATIVE filmmaker intentions
3. Whose work or what technique, style, movement, genre or
approach you are inspired by
4. What you want your film or clip to achieve as a result of

exploring your filmmaker intentions.

Resources

Film Portfolio
Exemplars
IBO website
DOWNLOAD

Film Roles
Explained

Exemplar 1
Exemplar 2
Exemplar 3

Film Guide
Subject Report

As part of the inquiry stage, students are required to have clear filmmaker intentions which are
intended to lead all work in their specific film production role.
Students need to formulate and state their intentions early in the creative process as they should
guide all practical work. The intentions should be stated explicitly so that they are easy to find. In
many cases, intentions were alluded to but not stated, making it challenging for moderators to find
and/or decipher.
The filmmaker intentions are also used to critically evaluate the success of the student’s explorations.
Stating intentions early will aid the assessment process. Ideally, this would be for the overall film
production role, but it is also acceptable to create a unique intention for each clip or film included.
This must be a student-generated intention (not a regurgitation of a teacher-led assignment) and
must provide creative opportunities for development. Another common issue was the creation of a
filmmaker intention that related to the overall film or group as a whole. Filmmaker intentions must be
specific to the individual film production role in which the student is being assessed.
It isn’t possible for a student to score higher than the first level in the criteria without a clearly identified
filmmaker intention. The best work included a clear intention that was linked to a genre or style,
followed up by specific influences and inspirations and supported by adequate research. The
weakest work saw no intentions at all or general statements which read more as a definition (for
example: Cinematographer: my intention is to capture a variety of shots). Intentions which were
purely logistical (for example, Director: I want to lead my team well), did not provide an opportunity
for the student to demonstrate their creative explorations. Additionally, long explanations as to the
student’s interests in the role or why they chose it were overly-descriptive and irrelevant. Students
should carefully hone their filmmaker intentions for the specific role and clips they have chosen.
This assessment task is intended to encourage and challenge students to engage with different
filmmaking roles and explore how each role can be used to create meaning using film language.
Students whose filmmaker intentions were not adequately challenging or were, in some cases,
created with the deliberate intention of creating low quality film work (for example, aiming to mimic
poor quality handheld home video footage, to record vlogs or to capture weak quality audio with the
intention of making it sound “student made”) conflicted with the intentions of the task and resulted in
lower marks.

